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Socialist vs. Communist Dialectics
In his study of dialectics, V. I. Lenin, leader of the
Russian communist movement until he died in
1924, came to the profound conclusion that unity is
not the main aspect of a contradiction:
―The unity … of opposites is conditional, temporary, transitory, relative. The struggle of mutually exclusive opposites is absolute, just as
development and motion are absolute.‖
This means that the struggle inside a contradiction
does not tend to die out, but eventually becomes
more intense. Beginning about 1930, the Russian
communists developed a different view of dialectics. They started to use the term ―non-antagonistic
contradiction‖ and its political counterpart, the concept of a ―non-antagonistic class relationship.‖ Basically this amounted to a seriously wrong idea
about socialism, that despite the fact that socialism
had a wage system, inequality, classes and class
conflict, its internal contradictions tended to die out
rather than become more intense. This theory undermined the struggle for communism in the USSR
and China by claiming the inequalities and conflicts of socialism aren‘t destructive, don‘t need to
be struggled against, but would die out by themselves.
Russian communist philosophers made a number of
attempts to define what an antagonistic contradiction was supposed to be. Proposed definitions
claimed that antagonistic contradictions were resolved by becoming more intense, or by violence,
or by the two sides becoming independent of each
other. Non-antagonistic contradictions were
claimed to be capable of being resolved gradually,
without using violence or becoming more intense.
Leaders of the communist movement in China borrowed the concept of non-antagonistic contradiction and added to it the concepts of ―contradictions
among the people‖ that were said to be nonantagonistic. The convenience of this terminology

was that ―the people‖ could be shifted whenever
the Chinese communist leaders wanted to make an
opportunistic alliance. ―The people‖ then became
whoever agreed to cooperate with the communist
movement, including capitalists and landlords.
Scientific study of the various theories that have
been put forward about how contradictions are to
be resolved, including the analysis of the evidence
available from a variety of sources, including the
practice of class struggle, war, and natural science,
etc., lead to the following conclusion: Contradictions are only resolved or moved toward resolution
by intensifying the struggle of their opposite sides,
by increasing their negative relationship to each
other.
Thus the main political task the working class has
is to intensify the contradiction between itself and
the capitalist class, in order to move that contradiction toward resolution by revolution. On its side,
the capitalist class is also intensifying the workercapitalist contradiction by increasing police terror,
lowering wages, wiping out civil liberties, spreading fascist ideology and racist propaganda, and promoting patriotism and loyalty to the ―homeland.‖
This intensifying contradiction can only be resolved by revolution, but revolution or violence is
not always involved in making social contradictions more intense.
The way a contradiction is made more intense depends on the particular things or processes within it.
Resolution by violence does not describe some special type of contradiction, but only one particular
way in which a contradiction can become more intense. Resolving a contradiction within an individual
person or inside the party also happens by making it
more intense, but the means for doing this are discussion, criticism and practical changes in behavior
rather than violence. Contradictions within people
and collectives are not resolved by waiting for them

to die out or ―managing‖ them. Unresolved contradictions continue to act and cause change whether
they are ignored or not. Frank and honest discussion
in which contradictory viewpoints, practices, and
tendencies, confront each other intensifies these contradictions, but just for that reason, it moves them
toward resolution.
Hoping that conflicts will go away by themselves, or
making a pact that ―I won‘t criticize you if you don‘t
criticize me,‖ does not resolve contradictions among
friends and comrades, any more than it resolves the
contradictions of capitalism. True, communist dialectics recognizes that contradictions don‘t die out,
but are resolved by struggle and intensification.

ICWP SUMMER PROJECT:

INDUSTRIAL WORKERS AND SOLDIERS KEY TO
REVOLUTION
Industrial workers and soldiers are key to the survival of the capitalist-imperialist system. Industrial
workers and soldiers are also crucial to the fight for
communism. The rulers of the world need them to
build the arms, and fight their wars to maintain their
profit system and empire that oppress the workers
of the world. We need industrial workers to build
the arms and soldiers to turn the guns around and to
liberate the international working class from the
capitalist-imperialist exploitation.
On whose side will the workers and soldiers be?
That is the burning question of the day. It comes
down to a life and death struggle between the
bosses of the world and the communist ICWP for
the hearts and mind of these two key sectors. It is
an ideological struggle of gigantic proportions. It is
a struggle we are determined to win and will win.
In the Summer Projects in Seattle and Los Angeles,
ICWP‘s first such efforts, we are distributing Red
Flag to industrial workers and soldiers to defy the
bosses‘ nationalism, racism and anti-communism
and to put more workers on the communist road.
As the US bosses launch wider wars for oil and
prepare for a global confrontation with their Chinese and Russian imperialist rivals, their war industries and armed forces will be ever more crucial.
Industrial workers and soldiers will be attacked the
hardest. Millions will be questioning capitalism and
will be open to our revolutionary communist politics. Millions will eventually embrace communism

and revolution as the only way of putting an end to
the bosses‘ unending carnage.
History has proven that industrial workers and soldiers can give real life to this struggle. In Russia in
1917, workers in the huge arms manufacturer, the
Putilov Works, with communist leadership, didn‘t
just strike against WWI. They took their weapons
to the front and participated in the revolutionary
movement to take power for the working class.
They were also able to sway millions of soldiers to
turn their guns on the Russian government and fight
on their side.
The US bosses‘ future plans will require a huge
sacrifice in treasure and blood. The bosses have no
qualms shedding rivers of our blood. But, when it
comes to treasure they are determined to wage war
on the cheap. That‘s why they‘ve moved many
jobs to non union factories in the southeast and
California.
In California, the bosses‘ racism against immigrant
workers means lower wages in the subcontractor
factories producing parts for their war machines and
commercial airlines. In the southeast, the history of
slavery and racism against black workers has meant
lower wages for all workers. The aerospace bosses
are building assembly plants and a network of contractors there while attacking the pensions and
working conditions of workers in unionized plants.
No reform or union movement can stop these attacks. Only communist revolution can end the rule

of profit and exploitation. Workers in all these plants
need a new communist way of thinking. ICWP is
committed to spreading Red Flag and building our
party into a mass Party to take power and build a
communist society where workers organize production and all aspects of society to meet the needs of
the international working class.
Join us! Start by reading and distributing Red Flag.
Organize a study action readers‘ group. Write to the
paper with your experiences, suggestions, criticisms

